
Get smart.
Looking for an easy way to get into smart lighting? This is it! A small investment of both 

money and time, with a simple, wireless remote-commissioned Lightcloud Gateway. 

It’s plug and play at its best.

Control in the palm 
of your hand.
All RAB smart lamps are easily managed with our Lightcloud 
mobile app. Schedule lights, dim them, or create your own 
scenes…in groups, or by the individual lamp! 

Smart Lamps
that benefit your health,  
that promote better sleep,  
that mimic natural sunlight.
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Easy and Secure.

The Lightcloud app also lets you monitor energy 
usage, so that you can actually see how much 
energy (and money) you are saving by using your 
smart lamps.

Our Lightcloud system is controlled over a private 
connection, eliminating security risks and allowing 
you to manage smart lamps from anywhere—no 
Ethernet or WiFi connection is required.

Circadian, simplified.

Natural Spectrum Technology

A19/BR30 lamps also include SmartShift™  technology— tunable white light that automatically adjusts the 
color and intensity of indoor lights throughout the day, syncing your body with the natural cycles of daylight. 
Cool, energizing light at the start of an active day shifts to a soft, warm hue in the evening that helps you relax.

Low blue LED’s deliver a spectrum of light similar to that of Natural Sunlight. They beautifully render colors with 
greater than 95+ CRI and an R9 value greater than 90. In addition these LED’s don’t suppress melatonin creation, 
which aids in promoting better sleep wake cycles.
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A19

Product Wattage Base Options

10  10W E26  Medium Base /LC   Lightcloud Controller

CRI/CCT

9SS 95 CRI SmartShift
 2700-6500K

10 E26 9SS

BR30

Product Wattage Base CRI/CCT Options

10  10W E26  Medium Base 9SS 95 CRI SmartShift
 2700-6500K

/LC   Lightcloud Controller

10 E26 9SS

Ordering matrix

/LC

/LC


